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OUTSTANDING: Miss Silliman winners pose with 2017 Outstanding Sillimanain Awardees (OSA) before the statue of Horace B. Silliman at Silliman Hall right after the OSA awarding ceremony. From L-R: Miss Silliman Headline
Girl Cieline Mona Jalosjos, 71st Miss Silliman Alyssa Palencia, OSA for Chemistry Dr. Myrna Sillero-Mahinay, OSA for Human Rights and Social Justice Ms. Cynthia Arnaldo-Bonta, and Miss Silliman Cover Girl Jasmine Helen DudleyScales.PHOTO from Silliman University Camera Club

2 alumnae hailed as Outstanding Sillimanian Awardees

Ms. Cynthia Arnaldo-Bonta

Dr. Myrna Sillero-Mahinay

A human rights and
social justice advocate based
in California, U.S.A., and a
distinguished chemist from
Mindanao were given the
Outstanding Sillimanian Award
last Aug. 28 at Luce Auditorium.
Ms. Cynthia Arnaldo-Bonta
is recognized in the field of
Human Rights and Social
Justice, and Dr. Myrna SilleroMahinay is a multi-awarded
chemist.
Ms. Cynthia Arnaldo-Bonta
Cynthia
Arnaldo-Bonta
graduated from SU High School

Religion and Peace Studies building inaugurated

Silliman
University
inaugurated the two-storey
Guillermo and Mercedes Magdamo
Hall (GMMH) last August 25.
The building will house the Religion
and Peace Studies department, and
will be used for classes of some 3,000
senior high and college students this
second semester, said Lily Apura,
faculty member.
GMMH is located beside the
building of the College of Business
Administration, on the lot where
the former Acacia Cottage stood.
“The university is very grateful

Franc is Rya n B . Pab ian ia
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to the generosity of Dr. Rolando
Venturanza-Magdamo. I think it is
because of the support of the alumni
like him to the mission and vision of
SU that we can continue nurturing
especially the spiritual aspect of our
education,” said VP for Development
Jane Annette Belarmino during the
inauguration.
The
benefactors,
Rolando
Venturanza Magdamo and his wife
Helga Magdamo, named the building

after Rolando’s parents. Guillermo was
head of the Biology department and
Mercedes was among the pioneering
faculty members in music who joined
Silliman as voice and piano teacher.
They served in the university until
1952 and were inducted as Heritage
Builders of Silliman in 2009.
Dean of Divinity School, Dr.
Jeaneth Faller, expressed her gratitude
for the construction of the new
building: “I’m very thankful because
we’ve been waiting and wanting to
have our own place. Now it’s here,
beautiful and very strategic place.” tWS

SU Library opens ser vices online

Silliman
University
Main Library
launched
“SU
LiVE:
ASK
YOUR
LIBRARIAN,” an online services
program starting Aug. 25.
SU
LiVE
or
Silliman
University
Library
and
Information Virtual Engine was
formulated to entertain inquiries
of Sillimanians including book
borrowed, returned, overdue,
and renewal. It will also answer

Franc is R y an B . Pab ian ia
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inquiries on locations, facilities,
services, schedule, and updates
through email, social media, chat,
SMS, and call.
SU
LIVE
Chairperson
Herminia Lazalita said the
program is one way for them to
combat unreliable information
sources online.

“It is our aim to further reach
each clientele of the university
and offer primary information
that is more reliable than those
uncertain internet links,” she
said.
The library will be using
the Wondershare MobileGo
software/application — a super
mobile toolbox which offers an
easy and simplified solution to
continue to page 4...

Chrisse Martha B. Gillesania

News Wri ter
(SUHS) in 1953 and proceeded
to take up Pre-Medicine from
1953 to 1955. She later moved
to University of the Philippines,
Diliman, where she obtained her
Bachelor’s Degree in Zoology in
1958. She earned her Master’s
Degree in Religious Education
in 1968 from the Pacific
School of Religion in Berkeley,
California.
Bonta has been active in
the Christian ministry and

community service. She was
Minister in the National Farm
Worker Ministry in Cesar
Chavez Camp at La Paz,
California; missionary in the
United
Methodist
Church;
National Youth Director of
the United Church of Christ
in the Philippines (UCCP);
and Interim Youth Director for
the Philippine Federation of
Christian Churches.
“As a minister of the Christian
Church, I have chosen to
continue to page 4...

Nursing Student is Mr. Hibalag 2017
Meilynne Gem C . S onjaco

News Wri ter

A
senior
nursing
student, Carlo Christopher
Locsin, was enthroned as
Mr. Hibalag 2017 last Aug.
26 during the Hibalag Booth
Festival.
He was followed by Michael
John
Budgell
from
SU
Medical Students Association
(SUMSA)
1st
runnerup,
and
Emmanuel
Akinbode from Higala
International Students
from Around the World,
2nd Runner Up.
Nine candidates from
different organizations
in Silliman competed
in
the
advocacydriven male pageant
with this year’s theme
“Exemplifying the True

Essence of a Millennial Man.”
Locsin said he joined the
competition to grow more as
a person and to show to his
loved ones that he can
step out of his comfort
zone.
“I feel honored and at
the same time excited
to be Mr. Hibalag 2017.
I would never have
achieved this without
my super supportive
college, family
and
girlfriend,” he said.
All throughout the
pageant, Locsin was
promoting his advocacy
of strengthening health
education
in
local
continue to page 4...

Senior High wins Silliman Idol 2017

Charyn Ong, Senior High
School student on the Science,
Technology,
Engineering,
Agriculture and Mathematics
(STEAM) track was hailed as the
new Silliman Idol.
Ong said that she dedicated
her every performance to Lord
Almighty.
“Singing is my life and seeing
people enjoying watching my

Jill C . Silva

P h o t o j ou r na l is t
performance makes me so happy,”
she said after winning the singing
contest last August 28 at the
Hibalag Booth Area
Ong performed “Sayang ng
Sayang” by all female-group Aegis.
Sun Reong Ok, a sophomore in
the School of Public Affairs and

Governance, placed second, while
Quin Marie Quidet, Senior High,
Arts and Design track, placed third.
Penelope Jan Bautista, senior
Physical Terapy, and Charles Bryan
Aton, senior Engineering, placed
4th and 5th, respectively.
For a decade now, Silliman Idol
has been showcasing best singing
talents in campus, including
continue to page 4...

BELTING OUT. Last Aug. 28, Charyn Ong became the Silliman Idol 2017 after belting
out her winning performance- Sayang na Sayang by AEGIS. PHOTO by Jill Silva
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Thriving Voices

W

hen Rodrigo Duterte won the presidency, many Filipinos, especially from
the poor sector, had high hopes of poverty alleviation as soon as President
“Digong” took office. Arguably the most popular president, Digong has
uttered sweet words and bold promises during his campaign. The new president’s
charisma and sense of “pagiging makamasa” won the hearts many of those who
believed in his promises.
One year has passed and the president has narrated his first State of the Nation
Address; yet despite the strong support from various sectors of the country, conflicts
and paradoxes remain to be the hallmark of his administration.
Since President Duterte sat as president of the country, mass media have quite an
interesting job of embodying the watchdog function against the government.
The regime has been confronted with so many issues on violence such as Human
Rights Violations (HRVs), police brutality (since he waged his war on drugs),
insurgency and threats to national security.
At the forefront of this attack against the president is the war on drugs, which has
claimed an estimated 7,000 lives and dubbed as anti-poor.
The appointment of progressive leaders like Social Welfare Secretary Judy
Taguiwalo could have been the most welcome change for the people. However,
last, Aug. 16, 2017, the Commission
on Appointments (CA) rejected the
appointment of Taguiwalo. It also came
to a shocker when former Environment
Secretary Gina Lopez who staunchly
criticized big mining companies and closed illegal mines in the country was rejected
by CA.
The president was also condemned by many when he allowed the burial of late
President Ferdinand Marcos in the “Libingan ng mga Bayani.”
Moroever, the president is now faced with a pressing issue that needs immediate
remedy--the issue on insurgency and terrorism. Three months ago since terrorist the
ISIS-inspired Maute group waged war in Marawi, around 600 lives have been lost.
Worse, the war continues to rage. Amid this dilemma, President Duterte decided to
declare Martial Law in Mindanao.
In this unsettling situation of our country, the Weekly Sillimanian reaffirms its vital
role in continuously telling the truth and siding with the marginalized. As microcosm
of the ideal of the press as watchdog of power, tWS remains to be faithful to its
responsibility reporters and commentators in a society marred by inequality and
injustice. We believe that in pursuit of what is right, our most potent weapon is the
truth.
the Weekly Sillimanian is the training ground for us, budding journalists. It prepares
us for the real deal in future journalism work. Hence, it is but vital that as early as
college, we practice truthful reporting and standing up for the marginalized.
Yet, Silliman’s official campus press recognizes the challenges it continues to face.
As we put out this 8th issue and we continue to face the challenges of poor printing
quality, undermanned publication staff, inadequate equipment, and lack of training.
The biggest challenge of them all is confronting the weekly demands of our press
work while resisting pressures to silence the students’ voices. tws

editorial

sillimaniansspeak
Compiled by Jasmyn Siobhan A. Olmido, Circulation Manager

“How was your Hibalag Booth Festival
experience?”
My whole Hibalag experience was fun and crazy, I did rock climbing for the first time
and shoot targets with a gun. I got to meet new friends and got to stay up really late
with my barakada, I have established an intimate bond with them over Hibalag.
Reece Shen O. Regalado, BBA Management
My hibalag experience was a blast. It was so fun to witness the activities held there not
only by the booths but as a whole. The beautiful lights added to the beauteous scene of
the hibalag venue. It was amazing.
Carie Euraoba, AB Pol. Sci. III
My hibalag experience was just neutral. Not too sad but not too happy.
Gerick S. Gabas BSME-III
Hibalag is an escape to all the problems and struggles we experience during the class
days. I was able to forget all the pressures I’ve experienced from the midterm exams
and many projects due to the all the leisure activities during the Hibalag. There’s a lot of
activities, games, events and many more that could truly help in reducing the problems
from school works. This year’s Hibalag is great, fun and memorable.
Nathalie R. Magat, Grade 12 ABM
My Hibalag experience was really fun and amazing. It was my first Hibalag experience
so that’s why. I never thought it would be so lively and full of life. There were booths
everywhere, different kinds. It was a very fun experience and I will surely remember it.
Johlyanne R. Alvarez, Grade 11- STEAM
My Hibalag experience this year is one of the best so far. I enjoyed looking at students as
they beautify their booth to get ready for the Hibalag week. I was also very happy with
the preparation of events because it was very satisfying. It’s very nice to see alumni
visiting their respective booths and made them feel welcomed. The security was also
very good because the school was perfectly safe the whole week. One thing I was very
disappointed of was the place because it was muddy. But overall, it is satisfactory.
Paul Andre Villafuerte, BBA Management-III

Next Issue’s Question:
“What do you think is the
strongest aspect of Silliman education.
What do you think still needs improvement?”
For your answers, just scan the logo on the left or text the CIrculation Manager (09759664662).
Indicate your full name (with middle initial), course and year.
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Once a Miss Silliman, Always a Miss Silliman
Aiko Kitane | Miss Silliman Sapphire
“It doesn’t matter what’s been
written in your story so far. It’s
how you fill up the rest of the
pages that counts.” I always
consider that statement as an
inspiration in my life experiences.
Despite its shortness, it speaks
so much to me and it quite
tells a lot about me. It speaks
so much to me because I always
make it a point to thank the
journey than just celebrate the
destination, because it is what
we go through that makes us
better everyday. Our individual
processes transformed us into the
person that we are today. And it
quite tells a lot about me because
I am a book myself. I can either
be judged from the surface, by
simply having a single glance
at my cover, or I can simply be
opened and read with patience
in order to be understood. I am
an open book, but who and what
I turn out to be depends on my
reader. And now that my reign
has already ended, you can say
that I used that statement to
sum up my Miss Silliman story.
It obviously wasn’t perfect, but
if we decide to make the most
out of all the imperfections, then
wouldn’t it be perfect enough?
My imperfect journey made
me learn a lot. So let me take
this opportunity to share it, in
the hope that all of you would
learn something from me too.
My experiences made me realize
that no matter what happens, or
how bad a day may end, life goes
on, and it will be better the next
day. An example would be a Miss
Silliman candidate having to
observe some people vandalize
her posters, but in the end, she
turned out to be Miss Silliman,
and that was me. Because that is
how we rise against all odds. We
remain humble by what today
brings, but we make sure that
we do something about it, for us
to be able to come out stronger
by tomorrow, and for us to be
able to fight again. Since the
whole Miss Silliman experience
opened doors for me to interact
with a lot of new people, I’ve
learned that you can tell a lot
about a person by the way he or
she handles these four things:
1. A rainy day, 2. A tangled
pair of earphones, 3. Victory, 4.
Loss. (1) A rainy and gloomy
day, where it feels good, but it
isn’t convenient. It’s either the
person lives in the moment and
appreciates what the world can
offer, or the person can complain
the whole day. (2) This is where a
person’s patience is tested. How
patient are we when it comes
to the things that we want? (3)

How does one celebrate his or
her victory? With the victory,
how many people will he or
she forget to thank? (4) How
does one face his or her failure?
How many people will he or
she blame? These are just some
of the thoughts and insights
that I believe helped me win
the crown. I got there not just
because of my “strategy.” I got
there because of my character
towards it. I really wanted to be
Miss Silliman, so I learned how
it is to (1) adjust, (2) be patient,
(3) be thankful, and (4) accept.
Of course, I wasn’t able to get
rid of some misunderstandings
along the way. But then I
learned that regardless of our
relationship with the people we
choose to surround ourselves
with, WE WILL MISS THEM,
so it is more beneficial for us if
we choose to forgive. I’ve learned
that there’s no such thing as “last
chance” because every day we are
given countless chances. If we
just grab and hold on to these
unending chances, then we are
assured that we aren’t just alive,
WE ARE LIVING, because
life is what we make of it. I also
learned that we shouldn’t go
through life wanting to be mere
catchers or receivers. We need to
be able to throw something back,
because life requires balance.
The whole journey made me
learn that if we face situations
with an open heart, we will end
up with the right decisions.
I’ve learned that no matter
how hard we try to explain
ourselves to people, most of
them will choose to understand
based on their own level of
understanding. And I found out
that the best remedy for it is
simply reaching out to people. It
is important that we don’t just
stay connected. WE SHOULD
BE CONNECTING. Lastly,
the most important thing I’ve
learned is, even when I have pains,
it doesn’t mean that I have to be
one, and that it is completely
okay to say that “I choose to be
the better person.” There are
those who can’t and who won’t
believe in us, in the changes
we choose to partake, and in
the decisions that we make, but
what’s important is believing in
ourselves. WE MUST TRUST
THE PROCESS. WE MUST
TRUST OURSELVES.
With those said, I have fully
understood that in life, we are
not who or what has changed
us, we are who and what we can
change. We are what we can
inflict upon others. In life, if we
are lucky enough, we are able to

find people we consider special.
And if we are blessed enough,
we are able to keep them. These
people changes our lives just
by being part of it. Those who
makes us believe that there is
really something good in the
world. People who convince us
that there are unlocked doors
just waiting for us to open it.
So to my life-changing people,
let me take this opportunity to
thank each one of you. To the
Miss Silliman committee last
year (Kasey Kamille Flores,
Sophia Diago, Val Amiel Vestil,
Melissa Astillero) and this year
(Hanz Denzil Villahermosa,
Samantha
Gubaton,
Kenn
Adrian Duro) and its creatives
team, thank you for the patience
and for making it all possible.
To my fellow candidates, we
have found sisters in each
other. Despite the competition,
we managed to build a strong
friendship, in which we will
treasure forever. To my close
friends: Jireh Philip Acabal,
Lianne Sherlyn Lagrimas, Angel
Clyla Amit, Jan Mari Cupang,
Mary Joy Violeta, Luizsa Nina
Romero and Katrina Alexandra
Renacia, thank you for always
lifting me up on my dark and
empty days. To my mentors:
Tita Melchy Teves, Tita Josip
Tumapa, Tita Bianca Serion,
Tita Genson Jikoi Vilar, Tita
Tanzy Tristan, Tita Aaron
Aspera, Tita Carlou Bernaldez,
Tita Kim Duran, Tita Lily de la
Pena, Tita Diadem Desembrano,
Tita Joy Ann Ong, Tita Bayong
Fontelo, Mommy Yvonne Du,
Tita Lea Reyes, Kuya Vic June
Nocete, Kuya Reynald Aguit
and Sir Paul Edward Bajas,
thank you for guiding me every
time I lost my way. Thank you
for always cheering me on. To
my CBA family: Atty. Gloria
Futalan, Ma’am Heide Sierra,
Atty. Ingrid Tinagan, Atty.
Dan Peter Douglas Tinagan,
Sir Khristian Rei Rivera, Sir
Rosewell Cataylo, Sir Earl
Calingacion, Atty. Jenni Lorico,
Ma’am Dina Remoto, Sir John
Jalandoni, Ate Avegail Quibido,
Ate Mary Marcia Salcedo,
Ma’am Leizel Tabor and Ma’am
Raychil Nasataya, thank you for
always helping me get through
the hard times, and for always
trying your best to make things
easier for me. Thank you for
the shared laughter that helped
me get through the sad times
and even at times when I feel
confused.
To my family: Mommy
Neonette Kitane, Kuya Milton
John Kitane, Mommy Neonette
continue to page 4...
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Cuernos de Negros:
The Sleeping Giant
Mt. Talinis is a thing beauty.

K

nown to many for being a
perfect trekking destination,
Mt. Talinis or Cuernos de
Negros is definitely a blessing to all
Negrenses. For one, it is the major
source of geothermal energy for
electricity in Negros Oriental and
neighboring islands. Second, aside
from its economic and positive
societal impact, Mt. Talinis is home
to many endangered flora and fauna
species making it rich in biodiversity.
Indeed, Mt. Talinis it such a beauty.
However, Mt. Talinis’ beauty is
deceiving. The true Cuernos de
Negros sleeps below its evergreen
and bountiful forests. Once
awakened, this majestic beauty
that we know can cause havoc to
humanity.
Being the favorite trek for
mountaineers in Negros Island and
the second highest mountain in
Negros next to Mount Kanlaon, the
current physical condition of Mount
Talinis caught the attention of Prof.
Francisco E. Ablong Jr, chairman
of the Silliman University Physics
Department.
This huge volcano located only
20 km from Dumaguete City is said
to be potentially active, according to
the international scientific agency
United States Geological Survey
and our local scientific agency
Philippine Institute of Volcanology
and Seismology (PHILVOLCS).
In a lecture by Prof. Ablong last
Aug. 23 at Science Complex 110,
he emphasized that this potentially
active volcano is showing signs of an
impending eruption.
In the recent temperature test
that he did last Aug. 20, he found
out that the area is exhibiting an
unusual change in temperature.
Moana, a young student who lives
in Valencia, also observed that a lake
within the area dried up—another
sign that the magma is approaching
the surface causing the increase
of soil’s temperature explained by
Prof. Ablong in his lecture. Also,
photos taken by Prof. Ablong of
Mount Talinis revealed that there
are already some parts without trees

which only indicate the gradual
death of plants near the peak due to
the increase of temperature.
Prof Ablong further explained
that Mount Talinis is categorized
as a stratovolcano which can give
off more viscous lava and has much
explosive debris emitted from a
central vent. A fluid that has a

Merell Lystra L. Recta
Fea t u re Wr it er

importance of why we must be
aware of what is happening around
our environment.
For many years now, Mount
Talinis has remained dormant
and has not released any signal of
volcanic activity. In reference to a

volcano rests, the more energy it can
accumulate and the more destructive
it can be given that there are also
residents living in the nearby towns.
In addition, tremors were detected
within the area but not ones that are
alarmingly high. There are also not
much release of volcanic gases.
Prof. Ablong stressed that

high viscosity has a
higher resistance to
flow—thus, lava will
silently move out.
Also, our very own
Mount Talinis has a
similar feature to that
of Mount Vesuvius,
the infamous volcano
that destroyed and
buried the Roman
cities of Pompeii and
Herculaneum.
In
PHILVOCS’ recent
data, Mount Talinis
exhibits a solfataric
activity wherein there Photo from http://cherylbihag.blogspot.com/2011/09/cuernos-de-negros.html
is a quiet escape of hot, sulphur-rich
widely accepted scientific fact, this
gases from the bottom to the surface
‘resting’ period is only accumulating
of the soil.
pressure which could result to a
Prof. Ablong stressed the
greater destruction. The more the

earthquakes are not
always due to the
movement of tectonic
plates but it can be
due to volcanic quakes
as well. However,
volcanic quakes are
usually undetectable
if instruments are far
from the mountain
such as in the case
of Mount Pinatubo
where only when
the instrument was
brought on the peak
did they discover the
numerous
quakes
happening deep inside.
On the other hand, Prof. Ablong
pointed out more tests are needed in
order to precisely verify the current

someplace for dessert or drink.When you
companion says,“So, what did you think?”
You might say, “Just give me a second;
I’m trying to remember something.”
Nobody interrupts anybody who’s trying
to remember something and what you’re
trying to remember is whether or not you
ever saw any other films by this director.
If you’re just drawing a blank, you ask
your companion “What other films did
this director make?” If neither of you can
remember or if it turns out that this is the
director’s first film, then skip to Minute 5.
Otherwise, answer these questions:
•
Is this the best film you’ve seen
by Mr./Ms. __________ ?
•
Is it the worst?
•
Where on the scale would you
put it?
Minute 4:

characters did the writer create?
•
Did the dialogue ring true?
Would real people talk like that?
•
Could you predict events or
twists in the plot before the writer wanted
you to do it?
•
Would real people act the way
the characters did?
•
If it’s a drama, do the conflicts
grow out of the nature of each character,
or are they just contrived and artificial?
Minute 6:
This is your 1-minute acting analysis. If
you know the actors, and have seen them
before, here are your questions:
•
Did the stars act exactly as you’ve
seen them act in other films,so that they’re
just doing what you might call a star turn?
•
Were they extending their range
to try something different?

status of this sleeping giant volcano.
If ever the inevitable happens
sooner, we can still lessen the damage
through equipping ourselves with
knowledge about how to prepare
ourselves whenever a disaster comes,
especially those who live near
disastrous areas such as volcanoes,
mountains, rivers, and beaches.
“No construction of structures or
buildings near the peak,” advised Prof.
Ablong. He added that as much as
possible, the government should take
into consideration the geophysical
nature of a proposed location of a
building or establishment.
Will the operation of the Energy
Development Corporation(EDC)
help in avoiding the actual eruption
from happening?
“It is helping but in terms of
percentage, maybe only about 1
percent,” explained Prof. Ablong.
The magma inside our own
Mount Talinis is voluminous that
even though there is an exhaustion
of heat gathered by EDC’s power
plants, which is then converted to
electricity used by the community,
it is not the magma itself that is
reduced in this process. Perhaps,
if you lay wondering and might
feel secured that Mount Talinis is
unlikely to erupt because of EDC’s
operation, think again.
Because our country’s technology
is still not at par with other
economically rich country’s highend technology, even our most
brilliant scientists cannot pin point
the exact time a volcano erupts yet,
only predict. Although pieces of
information about Mount Talinis’
possible eruption are quite alarming,
there is no need to panic and be
paranoid. We must take note that
citizens who are fully equipped
with knowledge cannot be easily
defeated.
This sleeping giant might be
our generation’s greatest possession
because of its captivating beauty and
power-producing capability yet it
can also be our generation’s greatest
threat leading to our destruction.t WS

How to Critique a Movie like an Absolute Maven
A

maven is an authority and
becoming a movie maven is your
shortcut to being a critical celebrity.
For film buffs out there, considering that
there are a plethora of films being produced
today,have you ever wondered what it takes
to be a movie critique?
Here’s how it works: as the clock starts
running after the movie fades to black
and the end credits come up, contemplate
about the film in its entire entirety – the
feel, the essence, the significance and such
then give yourself ten minutes to inspect
every possible aspect of the film as the
minute ticks by.
Minute 1:
Just think. As the credits roll, try to
remember three things:
•What was the director’s name?
•
What was the single best scene
in the film?
•
Who
gave
the
best
performance?
Don’t analyze. Try and come up with
your own answers to those three basic
questions.
Minute 2:
Answer the next three questions and
contemplate:
•
Was this the most perfect movie
you’ve seen in your life?
•
Was it absolutely the worst film
you’ve ever seen?
•
On a line between perfection
and disgraceful, where would you put this
film?
You have to put your rate somewhere.
Is it near the bottom? Close to the top or
in the middle? You can think of a scale
from 1 to 100 and just pick a number.You
decide.
Minute 3:
This is a good time to suggest going

Angelica Mae D. Gomez
Fe a ture Wr i te r

Now, we’ll start setting this film in
context. Answer these questions:
•
How is it similar to the director’s
other films?
•
How is it different from others?
Don’t think that you have to dream
up huge amounts of information and
opinion here. Don’t bother going deep in
research and commentary.
Just say whether it’s in the same genre,
or if it’s a new departure from the director’s
other films.
Minute 5:
Spend this minute thinking about the
script. Here are some questions you can
ask yourself:
•
How
many
interesting

Photo fromhttp://www.strategiesinlanguagelearning.com/learn-new-language-by-watching-movies/

•
Did you respond to the
characters on the screen or to the stars
themselves?
Minute 7:
For this minute, you think about
power. What kind of dramatic power did
this film have over you? So answer these
questions:
•
Were you absorbed in the film?
•
Did the film force you to think
about implications in your own life?
•
Was there a sense of truth that
you could feel about the people whose
lives you saw on the screen?
Minute 8:
Hit the high points. If the film wasn’t
unendurably dull from beginning to
end, it must have had some moments or
characters or scenes that you liked and
maybe, even loved.
•
Was there any part of the film
that you would enjoy reminiscing with a
friend?
•
Did you get any sense that the
film had a rhythm to it, some purposeful
plan that governed how the sequence of
scenes was laid out, with highs and lows
figured in?
Minute 9:
Let’s wrap it up here. Summarize
Minutes 1 through 8 in your own mind.
Pick and choose what appealed to you
and what should be discarded and come
to a conclusion.
Minute 10:
Deliver the verdict. t WS

2 alumnae.. from page 1

be a community volunteer
worker for the people, serving
them, working with them,
empowering them to take
care of themselves and be the
change they want to be,” she
said during her acceptance
speech.
When she migrated to
the U.S., Bonta became
even more involved in social
justice activism. She served
as chairperson and organizer
of various human rights
campaigns in California.
Bonta served in numerous
positions on the Executive
Committee of the Council
of Asia Pacific Islanders
Together
for
Advocacy
and Leadership since 2010
and served in a number of
Boards. She was co-founder
of the Asian Pacific Islander
American Political Association
of Greater Sacramento and in
2001 was appointed chair for
Sacramento County’s National
Federation
of
FilipinoAmerican Associations.
After receiving the award,

SU Library ... from page 1

manage iOS or Android devices.
SU Cyber Library Supervisor
Rey Dennis Caballero said, “Our
goal is to accommodate queries
24/7 anywhere in the world on
our office hours providing you
the best services from the SU
Library.”
SU LiVE services can be
availed through:
Phone number: 09271439845
Email: library@su.ed.ph
Facebook (fb.me/
SillimanLibrary)
Twitter (@SillimanLibrary).tWS

Nursing...

from page 1

communities.
“Family, friends, love and
even money are just some of
the countless things we cannot
enjoy unless we prioritize our
health,” he said.
He pointed out that as
an aspiring nurse, it is his
responsibility to impart health
teachings among the people.

Bonta said she is accepting it
on behalf of the community
volunteer workers out in the
field and at home. She thanked
the individuals who helped her
and contributed to her life.
Furthermore,
she
acknowledged the need to have
more women leaders so that the
world could become a better
place.
“To the women out there, you
are the ones who know what
love is. It is in your DNA,” she
said, “and you have to [move]
together to show us all how to
love.”
Dr. Myrna Sillero-Mahinay
Dr. Myrna Sillero-Mahinay
graduated from SUHS in
1972 and completed her BS in
Chemistry in 1976. In 1985,
she obtained her Master’s
Degree in Chemistry from UP
Diliman and placed ninth in
the Chemists Licensure Exam a
year after. She earned her PhD
in Chemistry at James Cook
University in Australia.
Dr. Mahinay is currently a
professor in the Chemistry
Department of the College of
Sciences and Mathematics at
Mindanao State University –
Institute of Technology (MSU-

Senior High...from page 1

students, faculty, and staff.
Shiegella Gaelon, junior Mass
Communication and Silliman Idol
2017 chairperson, said, “Silliman
has always been an advocate of art;
we appreciate art in all it forms
which includes singing.”
This year, over 40 SU Idol
aspirants auditioned. A series of
elimination rounds were held
from top 30 up to the top 5.
The competition is organized by
the Kapunungan sa mga Mass
Communicators and the Senior
and Junior Business Executives.
tWS

“ We [nurses and nursing
students] truly believe that
prioritizing prevention over
the cure is most importance,”
he shared.
The pageant is organized
by the Renaissance Youth
Leaders
Forum
(RYLF)
during the Founders Day
celebration. t W S

IIT). She held two postdoctoral
fellowships: one at the University
of Miami and another from the
National Institute of Natural
Science in Okazaki Institute
for
Integration
Bioscience
in Japan. She was a research
fellow for the International
Fellowship Program Jawaharlal
Nehru Center for Advanced
Scientific Research ( JNCASR)
in Bangalore, India, for several
months.
The
Philippine
Senate
Committee of Environment
and
Natural
Resources
commissioned her to assess the
extent of mercury pollution
in Mt. Diwalwal, Compostela
Valley, in 1999. Her findings
eventually led the government
to relocate affected residents
and to confiscate smuggled
mercury in the area.
The renowned chemist from
Mindanao was then recognized
the following year by the
National Institute for Health as
one of the Top 100 Women in
Health Science.
Dr. Mahinay has written and
co-authored research papers
that have been published in
both national and international
scientific
journals
and

publications. Her most notable
research is on heavy metal
analysis and how heavy metals
affect living organisms.
Last year, Dr. Mahinay was
honored by the Professional
Regulation
Commission
through
the
Integrated
Chemists of the Philippines
as the Outstanding Chemistry
Professional, the first awardee
outside an NCR institution.
Dr. Mahinay dedicated OSA
to her late sister Darna SilleroCordova, who had long believed
in her potential to receive the
highly-esteemed award. She
also acknowledged her parents
who strove to send their six
children to school despite their
limited resources.
She shared, “My parents trust
that good education in a good
university is a good future.
That’s how I was taught--that
education is the key to our
future.”
The Outstanding Sillimanian
Award is given annually to
Silliman alumni who excel in
their fields of specialization and
manifest the ideals of the Way,
the Truth, and the Life in their
personal and professional lives.

Tanquintic,
Lola
Dorotea
Kitane, Daddy Jimmy Quinones
and Tita Golda Lantaca, thank
you for always believing in me,
especially at times when I can
no longer trust myself. These
people will always have a special
place in my heart, for they were
with me at my lowest and they
still loved me when I wasn’t
very lovable. No beauty titlist is
perfect, but she can always lead
herself into a path of learning.
I could have never imagined
myself being where I am now
and being who I am now in the
years that have passed, but this
whole Miss Silliman journey
taught me to dream by heart and

not by mind, because we should
not only make our dreams
happen, WE MUST LOVE
THEM. We must not miss out
on something that could be
great just because it could also
be difficult, that’s exactly why I
will always be thankful that the
path I took brought me to this
destination. It was one journey
that will always be worth
remembering. So I say that this
isn’t goodbye, rather a start of
something even greater. Where
would my next dream take me?
This has been Aiko Kitane, your
70th Miss Silliman, saying:
“Once a Miss Silliman, always a
Miss Silliman.” tWS

Once A ...f rom page 2

Trenten Anthony Beram
Beram is a Filipino-American
who won back-to-back gold
medals in the men’s 200-meter
and 400-meter dash.

John Marvin
With only 21 seconds in during
the match, English-Filipino
boxer Marvin defeated his
Malaysian opponent and took
home the gold medal in boxing.

HANGOVER

The Philippines
Poomsae Team
The poomsae team’s Rodolfo
Reyes Jr., Dustin Jacob Mella,
and Raphael Enrico Mella won
three straight gold medals with
their routines during the finals
of the poomsae team event.

I.Parade of Lights
•The Brightest StarSilliman University- United
Architects of the Philippine
Student Auxiliary (SUUAPSA)
•Best T-shirt DesignPhilippine Institute of
Computer Engineering
Students (PHICES)
•Best Torch Design- SUUAPSA
II.Hibalag Booth Awards
•Best Booth Design
-Academic
	SU-UAPSA
-Fraternity/ SororityAMICITAS
-Regional
	Silingan Zanorte
-Special Interest
Ang Sandigan

A TRIBUTE TO CHESTER. Amid the drizzling sky, show-goers raise their hands up during the trbute
concert of the late Linkin Park vocalist Chester Bennington, who allegedly died because of suicide last
July. The tribute concert last Aug 29 at the Hibalalg Booth Area also served as an avenue for mental health
awareness. Photo by Jocelie Babe Isaga

Glory and Honor to
Philippines. During the
recent 29th Southeast Asian
(SEA) Games that was held
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
Philippines ranked sixth in the
overall tallying with a total
of 121 medals (24 Golds, 33
Silvers and 64 Bronzes). Here
are some of the athletes that
brought honor and victory to
our country.

tWS

Hibalag Booth
Festival 2017 Awards

THANKSGIVING. Silliman benefactors Mr. Rolando. V. Magdamo (L), wife Helga Magdamo (R), and
Philsouth Properties and Development Cooperation through its manager, Mr. Luisito M. Tijing (C) receive
the Order of Horace award last Aug. 25. The Order of Horace is a recognition given to people who
have shared their blessings with Silliman University that help improve university services and facilities,
PHOTO by Lucille Jean Raterta

RANDOMspace:

the

•Best Gimmick
-Academic		
Biology Society
-Fraternity/SororityAlpha Sigma Phi
-Regional- 			
ZamboSur Sillimanites

-Special InterestGeek Culture Society
•Best Exhibit
-Academic
SU-UAPSA
-Fraternity/Sorority
Mona Lisa
-RegionalSEEDS
-Special InterestGeek Culture Society
•Cleanest Booth
-Academic- 		
SU-UAPSA
-Fraternity/SororityAlpha Sigma Phi
-Regional-		
SEEDS
-Special InterestGeek Culture Society

•Most Disciplined
Organization
-Herodotus Society
•Over-all Best Organization
-	SU-UAPSA (for HBF)
•Top 10 Organizations
(2016-2017)

Nikko Huelgas
Known in social media as Rico
Blanco’s look alike, Huelgas
was able to defend his crown
after crossing the finish line
first during the men’s triathlon.
1.Silliman University
Medical Students Association
2.Ang Sandigan
3.Renaissance Youth Lead
Forum
4.Silliman Junior Business
Executives
5.	Silliman University
Nutrition and Dietetics
Society
6.	Silliman University
Junior Social Workers’
Association of the Philippines
7. Junior Philippine
Institute of Accounts
8. 100F
9. Biology Society
10. Beta Sigma/ Sigma
Beta
Source:
Silliman University Student
Government
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